The present work determines the precise values of magic wavelengths corresponding to the clock transitions 5 2 S-4 2 D of Y 2+ ion both at the level of fine-and hyperfine-structure due to the external light beams having linear as well as circular polarization. To calculate the dynamic polarizabilities of the associated states of the above transitions, we have employed the sum-over-state technique, where dominating and correlation sensitive parts of the sum are evaluated using a highly correlated relativistic coupled-cluster theory. The estimated magic wavelengths of the light beams have substantial importance to cool and trap the ion using state-insensitive and blue detuned trapping scheme. Significant contributions to the total polarizabilities have been observed from the vector part due to circularly polarized light beams which provide additional magic wavelengths compared to linearly polarized light beams. Substantial effects of hyperfine interaction both on amplitudes of polarizabilities and number of magic wavelengths divulge the importance of precise estimations of hyperfine structure which are calculated here first time in literature. We have also listed calculated tune-out wavelengths, useful in sympathetic cooling, at which the Stark shift of the states would disappear. * arghyadas@iitkgp.ac.in † analbhowmik@phy.iitkgp.ac.in ‡
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate information about hyperfine structures along with dynamic polarizabilities of the atomic states is the most important ingredient for trapping and cooling for near [1] , far [2] and dark- [3] resonance cases. Also, the cooling and trapping of ions are absolutely necessary for precise and stable experiments of frequency standard, quantum information and many other modern advanced quantum technologies [4] [5] [6] [7] . Therefore, trapping and cooling parameters should be very precise to achieve better frequency standard than the best present ion clock, whose uncertainty is reported less than 10 −18 [8, 9] . It has been shown over past two decades that singly or multiply charged ions are the competing candidates for the frequency standard in terms of the accuracy and stability [8, [10] [11] [12] . One of the ways to improve the accuracy is to work at magic wavelengths to make Stark shifts insensitive to the atomic states [13] and motions [14] .
Rubidium like ions are the frontline candidates for the precise quantum experiments and theoretical many-body studies due to their simple single valence, but highly correlated electronic structure [15, 16] . Especially, Sr + has been proposed previously to have numerous applications like optical frequency standard and quantum information technology [17, 18] .
There are many ongoing or proposed experiments where forbidden transitions are used as clock transitions for rubidium and cesium like ions [10, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Also, with the advent of cryogenic methods, experimentalists can store and cool highly charged ions for at least 30
hours [24] . These remarkable achievement in the development of ion clocks inspire for precise calculations of the dynamic polarizability of the ground (4 2 [15] . Furthermore, simple electronic structure and high sensitivity to α variation make Y 2+ a perfect candidate for the next generation ion clock [10] . Even the precise knowledge of static polarizabilities of these metastable states of Y 2+ are very much relevant for experiments such as collinear laser spectroscopy [25] , black-body radiation [26] .
The precision of a clock frequency lies largely in the Stark shift correction [26, 27] arising from external light field perturbations. Depending on the local intensity of the field, the Stark shifts are usually distinct for any atomic states. This shift is directly proportional to the polarizability of the energy state and depends on the frequency of the external field [26] . Magic wavelength is a particular wavelength of the projected light beam such that the polarizabilities of two atomic states are identical and the differential ac-Stark shift between the two states vanishes. Therefore, precise many-body calculations are indeed necessary to estimate these wavelengths for the clock transitions of Y 2+ .
Hyperfine structures and splittings can have other systematic effect contributing vector and tensor light shifts during the process of trapping [28] . As an important example of above applications of quantum technologies, they are also known as one of the first applications of trapping ions [29] . In addition to this, hyperfine structures of the yttrium ions are important in the studies of fundamental measurements, such as stimulated Raman spectroscopy [30] , chemical composition of sun and stars [31] [32] [33] . clock transitions due to the external field of linearly as well as circularly polarized light. We compare among the calculated magic wavelengths from these two types of polarized lights. Circularly polarized light yields an extra component to valence polarizability, known as the "vector part" and it arises from the dipole moment perpendicular to the polarization of the field. As a consequence, circularly polarized lights are advantageous for the quantum experiments [34, 35] and therefore, the determination of magic wavelengths corresponding to these lights is relatively more important. We also calculate the tune-out [36] wavelengths for which the Stark-shift is zero for an atomic energy state. In order to determine the wavefunction of the above atomic states, we have employed a highly correlated relativistic many-body theory [37] [38] [39] [40] .
II. THEORY
Stark shift (∆ξ v ) of the v-th atomic energy level in presence of the external electric field (E (ω)) can be obtained by second-order time-independent perturbation theory [19, 26] ∆ξ
where −D.E is the interaction Hamiltonian and ω vi is the resonance frequency associated with the dipole transition (here onward dipole transition will be addressed as "E1 transition") between the states |ψ v and |ψ i . Here polarizability, α v (ω), is dependent on frequency (ω) of the external light and can be decomposed into three components as [26] ,
Here valence state independent quantity α C (ω) represents the contribution to the total polarizability due to the ionic core [26] . It can be expressed, in general, by the following sum-over-state form [18, 19, 41] 
The subscripts a and p represent the core (fully degenerate) and virtual (empty) orbitals, respectively. φ a ||d DF ||φ p and φ a ||d corr ||φ p represent the reduced matrix element with respect to the Dirac Fock (DF) and correlated atomic states, respectively. In our calculations of polarizability for ionic core, we have considered the latter matrix elements at second-order relativistic many-body perturbation theory (RMBPT (2)). α V C (ω), the perturbation to the core polarizability in the presence of valence electron [42] , is almost frequency insensitive and can be assumed constant within the frequency range considered in this work.
The estimation of α V v (ω) is the most crucial part of the calculations of dynamic polarizability and it has three components [18] :
Here, J v and m J are the total angular momentum and its magnetic component, respectively, for |ψ v . The polarization flag, ′ σ ′ , of the external field is zero for linearly polarized light and is ±1 for circularly polarized light. α
Jv (ω) and α
Jv (ω) represent scalar, vector, and tensor polarizabilities, respectively, of fine structure states with total angular momentum J v . In the form of sum-over-states technique, these polarizabilities are expressed as [18, 19] 
and
where the angular momentum independent factor
verges for light at resonant frequency, ω nv .
At the hyperfine energy level (usually indicated by the quantum number F = J + I) with nuclear spin (I), the derivation of the polarizability is similar. Here, the valence part of the polarizability can be calculated using the same form of equation as shown in Eq 4, but the quantum number (J v , m J ) will be replaced by (F v , m F ). Also, the expression of scalar part of polarizability is equal to α
Jv as the second order scalar shift does not depends on F value [26] . The vector and tensor polarizabilities of a hyperfine level have extra factors following angular momentum algebra and they are mathematically expressed as
However, prior estimation of the energy shifts of these hyperfine levels due to hyperfine interactions is required here. These energy shifts or splittings can be calculated accurately from the precise knowledge of hyperfine-structure constants corresponding to the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments, known as the hyperfine A and B constants. Followings are the definitions of the above constants in terms of reduced matrix elements [43, 44] of electron-nucleus interaction Hamiltonian [45] .
and (11) where µ N is the nuclear magneton, g I is the nuclear g-factor and Q is the quadrupole moment of the nucleus. κ v is the relativistic quantum number.
The energy splitting of the atomic energy level can be calculated using the following expression
where
The various matrix elements, as shown in the above expressions, are calculated in this work in three theoretical approaches: DF, RMBPT(2) and relativistic coupled-cluster (RCC). Very brief, but modest descriptions about the DF and RMBPT(2) theories are available in a write up by W. R. Johnson [55] . Moreover, the RCC is a well known manybody method for the calculation of electronic-structure properties due to its ability of exhaustive consideration of electron correlation. There are many detailed write-ups on the RCC method in literature [46] ; brief discussions about different correlations and their numerical contributions are discussed in our recent works [39, 47? , 48] . The present version of the RCC theory includes single, double and a kind of partial triple excitations (RCCSD(T)) [50] to solve the energy eigen-value equations.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Dynamic Polarizabilities and Magic Wavelengths at spin-orbit levels
In order to estimate the dynamic polarizabilities of 4 and RMBPT(2)), are generated as described in our recent article [15] . The accuracy of the E1 matrix elements calculated by the RCCSD(T) method is discussed in that paper.
Therefore, the preciseness estimation of the present calculations of polarizabilities are based on those accuracies of matrix elements.
In Table I, states. They also employed the randomphase approximation (RPA) to compute the core polarizability, whereas we use RMBPT (2) to determine the same. The average deviations of the results between the two calculations of the scalar and tensor polarizabilities are 2.4% and 1.4%, respectively. show a number of magic wavelengths for the transitions between these two states. These magic wavelengths are tabulated in In most of the situation, instead of considering the electronic fine-structure atomic states as discussed till now, experimentalists consider hyperfine states during trapping and cooling processes. Therefore, it is physically more meaningful to estimate the magic wavelengths for the transitions between the different hyperfine levels of these states. However, before doing any estimation of magic wavelength associated with these hyperfine levels, we need to analyze the hyperfine-structure constants of the various atomic states of Y 2+ which are not available in the literature. Therefore, hyperfine interaction corrected ω nv frequencies are used in the polarizability expressions.
Hyperfine-structure constant A for nine low-lying states of Y 2+ are calculated using the RCC method and are presented in Table III . In order to calculate this constant, we choose most abundant isotope of Y with mass number 89, nuclear spin (I) =1/2 and nuclear magnetic moment (µ) = −0.1374154 µ N . Nuclear charge distribution of this ion is assumed as Fermi type [53] . As the nuclear quadrupole moment is zero for spin-half nucleus, the values of hyperfine-splitting, expressed in Eq.12, are calculated using hyperfine-structure constant A only. The splitting is tabulated at the last column of [43] .
The uncertainty in the calculations of the hyperfine constant A lies partly on the generation of accurate wave functions at the DF level of calculations. This can be judged by comparing the expectation values of 1/r as hyperfine parameters are mostly dominated by wavefunctions near the nuclear region. We compare the expectation values obtained from our code with the same estimated from a highly sophisticated numerical code, GRASP92 [54] , at the DF level. In addition to this, we consider an approximate uncertainty of around ±2% due to the neglect of quantum electrodynamic effects, Breit interaction, other higher order effects and incompleteness in the active-orbital basis set. Considering all of these sources, our predicted maximum uncertainty in the hyperfine constants presented in Table III is ±2.5%. Jv (ω) for these states. In Table IV , we tabulate the magic wavelengths at the hyperfine level for linearly as well as circularly polarized light. Just like Table II , we get few more magic wavelengths for circularly polarized light compared to linearly polarized light due to the presence of vector component in the former. This table, in comparison with TABLE II, highlights small, but significant changes both in the magic wavelengths and corresponding polarizabilities with more degrees of freedom in the choices of (F, M F ) combinations for each (J, m J ).
We also report few tune-out wavelengths (at which the Stark-shift of the state is zero) in between these reevaluated magic wavelengths and the corresponding magic wavelengths presented in Table II and Table IV is considered as the uncertainty in the latter values which is estimated around ±1%. .
IV. CONCLUSION
In this present work, we have determined the magic wavelengths corresponding to the 
v (0) parts. and "Other" refers to the data obtained from the work of Safronova and Safronova [51] . 
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